HISTORY/THEORY ELECTIVES
503 Special Topics History*
518 Renaissance History
528 Baroque History
533 19th Century History
543 20th Century History
553 American Architecture
563 Colonial/Post-Colonial History
568 Russian History
573 History of Arch
588 History of Building Tech
603 Seminar Arch History*
623 Seminar Arch Theory
633 Seminar in Renaissance/Baroque
643 Seminar in Modern Architecture
653 Seminar in American Architecture
663 Seminar in Russian Avant-Garde
693 Seminar in Colonial Arch/Urbanism

STRUCTURES ELECTIVES
504 Special Topics
514 Frame Structures
524 Surface Structures
534 Concrete Structures
544 Wood Structures
554 Steel Structures
564 Adv Material Structures

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY ELECTIVES
505 Special Topics
525 Computer App in ET
535 Case Studies in ET
545 Advanced Lighting
555 Bldg Systems + Energy Conservation
565 Research in ET
575 Building Ecology
585 Building Technology
605 Environmental Design Simulation

OTHER ARCH ELECTIVES
506 Special Topics*
507 Special Topics
509 Experimental Course* (i.e. Dimensions, Drawn Out, Paramod, Integrated Product Devpt
513 Social Change
517 Architect as Planner/Developer
526 Sociocultural Issues in Planning and Arch
531 Network City
561 Building Program/Built Environment
571 Digital Fabrication
577 Design Development
591 Generative Design Computing
597 Detailing

FALL / 1
Arch 552 Architectural Design
Elective
Arch 516 Representation
Arch 583 Professional Practice (can be taken in semesters 1, 2, 3, or 4)

WINTER / 2
Arch 562 Architectural Design
Arch 572 Arch. Theory & Criticism
Elective
Arch 583 Professional Practice (can be taken in semesters 1, 2, 3, or 4)

FALL / 3
Arch 672 Architectural Design
Arch 583 Professional Practice (can be taken in semesters 1, 2, 3, or 4)

WINTER / 4
Arch 662 Thesis
Arch 660 Thesis Seminar
Arch 583 Professional Practice (can be taken in semesters 1, 2, 3, or 4)

master of architecture 2-year